
HISTORY
 INTENT STATEMENT

Our history curriculum has been carefully mapped out across KS1 and KS2 to build up pupil’s knowledge in
detail. We endeavour to link our curriculum together into a coherent structure which will ensure children can
make vital links between periods of history in Britain, across the world and how they overlap and interact over
time. We have purposefully sequenced our curriculum in KS2 to give the best possible chance of retaining more
and seeing history as a coherent narrative as opposed to a series of isolated facts. For example: The British
History sequence below ensures that children can identify how these periods are directly linked together
through invasion and conquest in which they are directly related.

For example: British History 
Year A – Stone Age to Iron Age and Roman Britain 
Year B – Anglo-Saxon Invasion and Settlement and Viking Conflict 

For example: World History 
Year A –Non-European Society
Year B – Egypt and Africa

This approach links together the certain periods chronologically to ensure it is easier to make links and
comparisons between the learning of British and World History. 

Throughout the curriculum, pupils are taught substantive content which defines each period. (One of the
vehicles for this is our knowledge organisers). This knowledge is planned, revisited and elaborated upon. We
include local significance in our knowledge organisers to consider the impact on our lives and/or locality.

Abstract concepts and historical terms too, are carefully developed across the key stages, so that pupils develop
understanding of, for example, trade or invasion. We want children to delve deeply into the past and understand
how life, culture and different civilisations existed in comparison to our modern twenty-first century world. 

We also recognise that the study of history goes beyond substantive historical knowledge. Pupils need to
become more familiar and confident with the key historical concepts, such as cause and consequence, change
and continuity, similarity and difference, historical interpretations and representations, and significance. They
also need to progress in their ability to ‘do history’, to investigate and select information to answer questions,
especially by using reliable information.

Finally, we want to ensure that teaching and learning about diversity is related to all aspects of ‘big-picture
history’ including local, regional and British, European and world history from the distant to recent past. We
endeavour to go beyond tokenism in our response to diversity and ensure that we go beyond looking at
significant people, specific groups or events to understand the diverse experiences of people during specific
periods and events in the past.

This is exemplified in our sequencing across the primary phase where we seek to bring children to modern
times and seek the impact of the events of the past and how they shape the world we live in today.

In delivering our curriculum we intend to ensure that young people to gain an increasingly mature and informed
historical perspective on their world.
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